
Runner’s tips to get you through…  GEAR!
WORKOUT: X=TRAIN 30 MINUTES (try to keep a heart-rate of 130-150bpm.

So you have the essentials down- at least we hope you do because it’s the second week and we 
can’t have you out running barefoot or naked (this is a Christian training program after all.) Once 
you get your shoes and basic clothing, there are all sorts of ways to spend your money on any 
amount of clothing, accessories, and fun running things! Lots of these things do make your 
running experience a little more pleasurable, but it helps to know what you are looking for and 
what your training needs demand so we put together gear guide 2.0 for your viewing pleasure! 

Compression “stuff”-  From socks, to shirts, to shorts, to cuffs; popularity continues to grow 
around “compression” attire.  Compression is not a new science; doctors have been prescribing 
compression socks to patients with poor blood flow or lower leg issues for decades! (That also 
means that you can pick up medical compression socks for about a quarter of the price of popular 
running brands!)  Compression helps with recovery by increasing the blood flow to an area- so 
though you will see many people running in compression gear, the best time to use compression 
accessories is post-run so you will be ready for your next training session.  If you are going to 
utilize compression attire for running we recommend that you go to a shop and get properly fit 
(these are already tight articles of clothing, improper fit can cut off blood flow or be too loose to 
be effective.) Also, many of the newer lines of shorts have special designs geared to aiding specific 
injuries such as inflamed IT bands, so ask your shop pro what is right for you. Finally, buy socks 
and not calf cuffs if you plan to run in them, because the ankle band on a cuff can cut circulation.

Heart Rate Monitors/Garmins- The worst thing that you can do to your run is to take the fun 
out of it! I know, many reading this are saying, “what fun?” However the beauty of a run lies in its 
freedom and though some of you will find it exciting and helpful to monitor your speed, heart-
rate, and distance to a science, it’s important to hold on to the simplicity of the sport as well! You 
can really improve your run by learning to train in certain heart-rate zones, and monitoring your 
pace can save you from a mid or late run bonk; however, one can also drive themselves (and their 
running buddies) crazy by focusing on numbers instead of enjoying their run! In addition to that, 
if you become too focused on a set pace, you may be limiting yourself when you feel good and 
hurting yourself when your body needs a recovery run, so learn to run by feel. That said, if you 
have an extra couple hundred dollars lying around, and like to know numbers, we recommend 
that you get a monitor that simultaneously tracks your distance, heart-rate, and pace; however, 
we recommend that you don’t wear it every run! Try to run with your monitor upside down so 
that when you are done you can analyze your run for places of improvement, but while you train, 
you learn to listen to your body. For those who do decide to train in heart-rate zones, sign up for 
a personal training session with an endurance athletic coach so that you can best utilize your 
purchase because every runner has unique factors that will effect the zones that you train in such 
as age, height, weight, form, and running history.  For those that are training for their first race, 
enjoy being free and focus on your form, the company that you have, and how everything feels for 
the time being and once that first race is under your belt, consider a training device that will help 
you to reach your next milestone!

KT (Kinesio) Tape-  So, one of the newer fads that really made its mark in the 2012 Olympics, is 
the bright colored tape that athletes are now using as a stylistic running aid.  At races you will see 
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lots of runners taking this tape to the extreme by creating a KT mural on their body; however, 
the tape does have purpose beyond style.  Kinesio-Tape helps with inflamed muscles and 
tendons, but like anything else, if you have a muscle group that is sore you need to start looking at 
why and not masking the injury. It is helpful if you are going to try out the tape to have the shop 
demonstrate the proper application or to watch video of special techniques for taping specific 
injuries as there is more to it than sticking on the tape and running.  The best use of this tape is to 
follow stretch the muscle and skin where you plan to put the tape (preferably a shaved area) and 
apply the tape along the stretched muscle or tendon.  

Belts- There are two types of belts out there on the market, fuel belts and racing belts. Fuel belts 
have a number of small bottles that you can keep any supplements or water in during your longer 
runs. We will hit on nutrition in the “tips to come,” but pending on your needs (if you feel hungry, 
weak, thirsty, or are running in an isolated area,) these are great options. A race belt often has a 
small pocket or two for gels or nutrition bars, but functions mainly to hold one number so you 
don’t have to put pin-holes in those nice running shirts that you bought last week. When 
purchasing either, make sure that they don’t bounce around a lot, but that they do no inhibit 
movement as many runners have trouble with things around their stomachs during workout.

Safety vests/lights- So in the winter months in particular, its not light all that long during the day 
and many don’t have the luxury of running mid-day. If you are going to be out during dusk, dawn, 
or after dark, please spend the money to make yourself visible! Many vests are so light you don’t 
know that they are even on and many clothing options now have reflective panels sown right on… 
take advantage of it! If you think that bonking nutritionally during a run is bad, try getting hit by 
a car! No fun! Be safe, have fun, and train hard… we want to see everyone at the big race with a 
healthy smile!
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